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Abstract

Most analyses of teacher quality end without any assessment of the economic value of
altered teacher quality. This paper combines information about teacher effectiveness
with the economic impact of higher achievement. It begins with an overview of what is
known about the relationship between teacher quality and student achievement. This
provides the basis for consideration of the derived demand for teachers that comes from
their impact on economic outcomes. Alternative valuation methods are based on the
impact of increased achievement on individual earnings and on the impact of low teacher
effectiveness on economic growth through aggregate achievement. A teacher one
standard deviation above the mean effectiveness annually generates marginal gains of
over $400,000 in present value of student future earnings with a class size of 20 and
proportionately higher with larger class sizes. Alternatively, replacing the bottom 5â€“8
percent of teachers with average teachers could move the U.S. near the top of
international math and science rankings with a present value of $100 trillion.
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â–¶ Good teachers generate enormous income for students. â–¶ Poor teachers are
very costly, holding down achievement dramatically. â–¶ Policies to improve teacher
quality have very large payoffs to society. â–¶ Available research permits direct
estimation of economic value of teacher quality.
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This paper benefitted from extensive and insightful comments by Martin West. Valuable research
assistance was provided by Lorra de la Paz. This is a revised version of a paper originally prepared
for the Conference on â€œMerit Pay: Will it Work? Is it Politically Viable?â€ sponsored by Harvard's
Program on Education Policy and Governance, Taubman Center on State and Local Government,
Harvard's Kennedy School, 2010.
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